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Pizza Sam’s Re-Opened for Business

 
(Midland, MI) – After a week-long shutdown for remodeling, Pizza Sam’s has re-opened for 
business with a new look, an improved menu, and expanded kitchen capacity to serve 
customers more quickly. The recent changes mark the final phase of a major investment that 
the restaurant has made in the downtown location.
 
“The renovations have allowed Pizza Sam’s to improve on our long-standing tradition as a 
favorite place for food and fun in downtown Midland. We’re able to bring new items to the menu 
and more quickly serve meals,” says owner Jim Stamas. “We’re looking forward to welcoming 
back our loyal customers, as well as newcomers who want to discover fun at Sam’s.”
 
Once they enter the newly located front door, on Main Street, patrons will find many of the 
pizzas, soups, salads, side dishes, desserts and beverages they have come to expect from the 
award-winning restaurant, as well as some new selections, including warm baked subs. The 
names of the new sub sandwiches were chosen from suggestions submitted by customers 
through an in-store and online contest:
 • Sam I Ham ham sub, named by LuAnn Sylvester and the Howard Family (Chris, 

Jennifer, Noah and Gabe)
 • Main Street Bird turkey sub, named by Camille Parker
 • The Godfather Italian sub, named by Arnie Mattheis
 • Cow’s Best Friend veggie sub, named by Sarah Smith
 • Chubby Chicken with Cheese chicken sub, named by Mark Habitz’s English Class at 

Bullock Creek Middle School
 • The Lou E. Special chipotle club, named by the Howard Family
 • The MBS meatball sub, named by Earl Gregory
 • My Big Fat Greek Samwich gyro meat sub, named by Nick Jarrett
 
The winners of the sub-naming contest will each receive a party for 10, including the sub they 
named, chips and drinks.
 
The first pizzeria in Midland, Pizza Sam’s has been family owned since 1960. It has received 
numerous awards for Midland’s best pizza. Pizza Sam’s is located at 102 W. Main Street in 
Downtown Midland and can be contacted at 989.631.1934. Look for our new front door during 
your next visit and discover fun at Sam’s.
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